To
Study Centers, Helpcenters or Educational Institutes, not affiliated with GTU and located in
Gujarat State

The Govt of Gujarat notification of 4th October 2007 (given below) indicates that Educational
Institutes which offer courses affiliated to universities outside Gujarat State, are required to
have a No Objection Certificate (NOC) from Government of Gujarat.
When young persons in Gujarat see advertisements about such programs, they would like to
have authentic information about the status of affiliation and other related issues. Gujarat
Technological University is prepared to provide the following service to Study Centers,
Helpcenters, Educational Institutes located in Gujarat and to those offering degrees or
Diplomas in the fields of Engineering, Computer Applications, Pharmacy and Business:
If a Study Center, Helpcenter or Educational Institute located in Gujarat submits the
documentation in support of its claims in its advertisement, GTU will examine the
documentation and announce its findings.
1. At the request of such a a Study Center, Helpcenter or Educational Institute, GTU
will examine the issues of existence of NOC from Government of Gujarat, its
affiliation with a University and the approval from the Distance Education
Council.
2. In addition at the specific request of a Study Center, Helpcenter or Educational
Institute located in Gujarat, GTU can also examine any one or more of the
following issues:
i.
Existence of the necessary infrastructural facilities with the Study Center,
Helpcenter or Educational Institute, according to the GTU and AICTE
guidelines for GTU- affiliated colleges
ii.
Quality of syllabus for the course – to be considered from the perspective
of the GTU syllabus for a similar course and AICTE guidelines, wherever
available
iii.
Existence of qualified faculty – according to the GTU and AICTE
guidelines for GTU- affiliated colleges
Study Centers, Helpcenters, Educational Institutes may submit their requests on or before
14th August 2010.
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ZFHI ACFZ VFJ[, I]lGJl;"8L ;FY[GF HM0F6 ;FY[ SM,[H XZ]
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VFD]B ov
K[<,F S[8,FS ;DIYL S[8,LS ;\:YFVM ZFHIDF\ ZFHI ACFZGL I]lGJl;"8LVM ;FY[GF HM0F6 ;FY[
VF8";4 SMD;"4 ;FIg;4 SFINM VG[ BF; SZLG[ lX1F6GL sALPV[0P4 ALP5LPV[0P4 lJU[Z[f SM,[HM XZ]
SZJF .rK]S CMJFG]\ wIFG 5Z VFjI]\ K[P VF DF8[ ;\:YFVMV[ ;\A\lWT I]lGJl;"8L VlWlGIDGGL sH[
I]lGJl;"8LGF EF{UMl,S SFI"1F[+DF\ VFJL SM,[H XZ] SZJFG]\ lJRFI]" CMI T[ I]lGJl;"8Lf ;\A\lWT S,D C[9/
ZFHI ;ZSFZG]\ ‘GF JF\WF 5|DF65+’ D[/JJ]\ HZ]ZL K[ VG[ VF DF8[ VF ;\:YFVM wJFZF ZFHI ;ZSFZG[
VZHL SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
X{1Fl6S 8=:8M ZFHIDF\ VgI ZFHIMDF\ l:YT I]lGJl;"8LVMGF HM0F6 ;FY[ SM,[H XZ] SZJF .rKTL
CMI T[DF\ ZFHI ;ZSFZG[ SM. JF\WM CM. XS[ GCL\4 5Z\T] HIFZ[ ZFHIDF\ VFJ[, I]lGJl;"8LVMDF\ H[ T[
O[S<8L Vl:TtJ WZFJTL CMI VG[ ZFHIDF\ VFJ[, I]lGJl;"8LVM ;FY[GF HM0F6 ;FY[ VFJL SM,[H XZ] Y.
XSTL CMI TYF VF I]lGJl;"8LVM VF SM,[HMG[ ;\A\lWT lGIDMG[ VFlWG HM0F6 VF5JF .rK]S CMI tIFZ[
X{1Fl6S 8=:8MV[ XF DF8[ VgI ZFHIMDF\ l:YT I]lGJl;"8LVM ;FY[GF HM0F6 ;FY[ SM,[H XZ] SZJF lJRFZJ]\
HM.V[ T[ lJRFZ6F DF\UL ,[ T[JM 5|xG K[P U]HZFT ZFHIDF\4 ZFHI ACFZGL I]lGJl;"8LVM ;FY[GF SM,[HGF
HM0F6G[ SFZ6[ ;\A\lWT SM,[H 5Z ZFHI ;ZSFZG]\ X{1Fl6S4 JlCJ8L S[ OL GF\ WMZ6M V\U[ V;ZSFZS
DMGL8ZL\UqlGIDG Y. XST]\ GYLP HM VF SM,[HM ZFHIDF\ l:YT I]lGJl;"8LVM ;FY[GF HM0F6YL XZ]
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM ZFHIDF\ prR lX1F6G]\ DMGL8ZL\U T[8,[ V\X[ SFI"1FD ZLT[ Y. XSX[P
pST lJUTM wIFG[ ,[TF\ ZFHI ;ZSFZ GLR[ D]HA 9ZFJ[ K[P
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9ZFJ ov

ZFHIMDF\ l:YT I]lGJl;"8LVM SM,[HMGF\ HM0F6 5}ZTF 5|DF6DF\ VF5JF ;1FD CM. VgI ZFHIMDF\
l:YT I]lGJl;"8LVMGF HM0F6 ;FY[ SM,[H XZ] SZJF .rKTL ;\:YFVMG[ ‘GF JF\WF 5|DF65+’ GCL\
VF5JFG]\ ZFHI ;ZSFZ 9ZFJ[ K[P H[ SM,[HMDF\ CF,DF\ ZFHI ;ZSFZGF ‘GF JF\WF 5|DF65+’ ;FY[ VgI
ZFHIMDF\ l:YT I]lGJl;"8LVMGF HM0F6 ;FY[ X{1Fl6S SFDULZL YFI K[ T[ SFDULZL IYFJT ZC[X[P
U]HZFTGF ZFHI5F,zLGF C]SDYL VG[ T[DGF GFD[4
S/d
sV[RPV[GP D[HLIFTZf
GFIA ;lRJ
lX1F6 lJEFU
GS, HF6 VG[ HZ]ZL SFI"JFCL VY[" ZJFGF 5|lT4
!f
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Zf

DFGGLI D\+LzL slX1F6f GF V\UT ;lRJzL4 ;lRJF,I4 UF\WLGUZP

#f

VU|;lRJzL slX1F6f GF V\UT ;lRJzL4 lX1F6 lJEFU4 ;lRJF,I4 UF\WLGUZP

$f

;J[" VlWSFZLzLVM4 lX1F6 lJEFU4 ;lRJF,I4 UF\WLGUZP

5f

;J[" XFBFVM4 lX1F6 lJEFU4 ;lRJF,I4 UF\WLGUZP

&f

prR lX1F6 SlDxGZzL4 U]HZFT ZFHI4 0MP HLJZFH DC[TF EJG4 UF\WLGUZP

*f

GFIA ;lRJzL4 VFZMuI VG[ 5lZJFZ S<IF6 lJEFU4 ;lRJF,I4 UF\WLGUZP

(f

TDFD I]lGJl;"8LVMGF ZHL:8=FZzLVM
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Gujarat Technological University – “A Paradigm shift “
Gujarat Technological University Is established with the prime objective to create centers and
institutes of excellence in the areas of science, engineering and management. The University`s
constant endeavor is towards the advancement of quality of life of the mankind in general and in
relation to the domain of science, engineering, and management development and application.

About MBA Program:
The course curriculum and syllabus for MBA, of GTU is devised considering the norms of AICTE. We have
excellent syllabus made by renowned people in management field, which is updated from time to time.
The MBA program of GTU is conducted on a semester basis with four semesters spread over two
academic years. We have specialization in Marketing, Finance, Human Resource and Information
systems. A student can choose any one of these four electives. There are five sectorial specialization
areas, namely, Retail, Pharmaceutical and Healthcare, Rural and Co operatives, Public Systems and
Policies, and Banking and Insurance. A candidate has to opt for one of the sectorial areas. In the first
year fourteen courses are compulsory and in the second year, a student has to opt for the
specializations. In each semester of second year, there are three compulsory courses, three electives and
one sectorial course and thus a student is groomed with a total of twenty eight subjects in the MBA
program.
We have a unique different nation-study plan. (A group of students will study the Policies, Opportunities
and possibilities of one particular nation)
Our SIP is excellent and we make sure that students are properly evaluated and they get good exposure
to corporate environment.
We are organizing an effective faculty development programme beginning in this month where each
GTU affiliated institute will send one faculty for each subject and thus we will be training almost all the
teachers.
We are organizing two national level conferences; one on “Business Ethics” on 25th & 26th Sept. at AMA
and another on “Recent Trends in Management” which will be related to finanace.

Why a Student of Gujarat should prefer Institutions affiliated to GTU over other
institutions:
As a norm of Government of Gujarat given under the guidelines of GTU, all AICTE approved MBA
programs are academically governed by GTU.
GTU provides Standard Operating Procedures to set up institutes, frames syllabus, conducts exams and
mentors faculties through several faculty development programs.
GTU spearheads and facilitates new institutions to follow step by step mechanism from grass root to
execution. GTU keeps a vigil on the quality of education of all the institutions coming under the umbrella
of GTU. Gujarat Technological University makes consistent efforts and incorporates world’s best
practices to make GTU a best in class university of India.
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COMPARISION OF GTU MBA OVER PRIVATE MBA PROGRAMMES
PRIVATE MBA PROGRAMMES

GTU MBA PROGRAMMES (UNIVERSITIES)

AICTE Recognition
MBA programs run by these institutions are not
necessarily approved by AICTE.

All MBA programs affiliated to GTU have AICTE approval.

Fees
There is no control in terms of fees charged to the
students.

GTU affiliated colleges need to collect the fees from
students as per the government norms.

Pursuing higher studies and recognition by foreign universities / embassies
MBA programs done from non AICTE recognized
institutes are not eligible to pursue higher study
programs related to management in India and business
schools abroad. These courses are not approved and not
considered for many jobs and immigration programs.

MBA program conducted under GTU are 100% valid for
higher studies, employment and immigration.

Syllabus
These institutions may not follow the standard norms for
syllabus and hence it becomes feasible to reduce the
content of syllabus continuously.

GTU has a well-defined standard procedure for
continuously modifying the syllabus. It has some of the
top authorities in the field as its expert committees which
design the syllabi and unique syllabus pattern across all
institutions enables a quality control mechanism. GTU
strives to bring in the management concepts and case
studies based on the latest industry trends, business
transformation and success stories of large corporations
across the globe.

Faculty
There is a huge variation in terms of the qualification and
expertise of the faculties. Some institutes pick up one or
two renowned faculties either on a full time or a visiting
basis and manage with incompetent resources for the
rest. Some institutes do not have any expert faculty and
struggle to manage with limited resources.

GTU affiliated colleges strictly follow the guidelines given
by AICTE, i.e. Faculty qualification and merit. GTU has
every right to interfere and take corrective measures in
terms of faculty appointment. GTU also conducts
specialized workshops to develop the faculties based on
the gaps identified during observations.
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Examinations & Control
Non GTU institutes with their own autonomy conduct
exams, invigilation and evaluation. This gives a freedom
to be liberal and hence the output and quality of
education is a challenge.

GTU believes and religiously follows strict examination
norms, i.e. Pattern, cycle, schedule, uniform
questionnaire, invigilation and evaluation. GTU has a
panel of experts who are instrumental in conducting
reviews with the colleges periodically to fix the gaps
identified to enhance its learning and evaluation
methodology.

Herewith we would like to make one declaration that if these private institutes want to certify their
program by GTU, We will look into four points and do it for the social cause.

1. We will see whether they have AICTE/UGC/DEC approval.
2. Their faculty is according to GTU standard or not. (Qualification)
3. We will confirm about the infrastructure facility according to GTU norms/standards.
4. Is their syllabus up to the mark or not?

GTU is marching towards excellence and hence every step of the journey is taken with utmost care and
conscious efforts keeping in mind to breed best citizens of India. GTU fraternity requests the student
community, parents, educationalists, institutions and organizations to cautiously take decision while
selecting an institution for MBA program.
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